The Story of Capt Foulois and the entire air corps of the army appeared in the Star Telegram on Sunday, Nov 21, 1915. Attached is a copy. --- JMN
Since before Capt. B. D. Foulois and a group of army fliers landed here 30 years ago Fort Worth has always occupied an important role in the development and history of aviation.

In the first World War, the Royal Air Force chose Fort Worth as its headquarters in the U. S., and as location for its training field. Convair today maintains here one of the largest and finest aircraft building plants in the world.

And the AAF Training Command Headquarters, which has directed the training of more than 1,000,000 men, is located here.

As a contrast of today's air standards and those of 30 years ago, the Star-Telegram presents these two accounts of historic events in aviation.